
 
Terms of Service 

These terms of service and services are limited to customers of Regnissah LLC, and upon 
signing you are therefore agreeing to the terms of service. All logos, names, and pictures are 
intellectual property of Hayden Hassinger and Regnissah LLC; this includes the double arrow 
logo and the name “Regnissah,” as well as all pictures that are taken or that have been taken. 
These pieces of intellectual property may not be used, printed, or published without consulting 
Regnissah LLC, and receiving written permission. No solicitation will be accepted at the 
provided email address.  
 
Photography Policy (People) 
By signing below, you agree to the following: 

I. Our staff is composed of professional photographers; therefore, their creative prowess 
and expertise is why you chose Regnissah LLC. While your satisfaction is our goal, we 
appreciate your willingness to allow us to do what is best, and therefore the photographer 
controls the photoshoot. 

II. If the customer or subject chooses to decide the location of the photoshoot, said location 
must correspond to their selected package, and if the domain is not public, there must be 
written permission from the property/business owner. 

III. If the customer and subject are separate entities, the customer/s are allowed to be present 
during the photoshoot, but if there is an intervention during the session, the customer will 
be referred to this document. 

IV. Any type of wardrobe is permitted; if the pictures in question are for Senior Picture 
usage, then the wardrobe must correspond to the restrictions of the school policy. 

V. 50% of the package total is due upon engagement. 
VI. Input from the subject is permitted if the photographer prompts the subject. 

VII. Specifications of one package must be held to, e.g. Casual Sessions cannot be put into 
yearbooks for Senior Pictures.  

The session is not made to be strict, but it will include professionalism and the subject is 
encouraged to enjoy their time. 
 
Graphic Design Policy 
By singing below, you agree to the following: 

I. All art that is created is intellectual property of Regnissah LLC, and will be credited as 
such. 

II. All input is permitted and is heavily encouraged so our designer can fully understand 
what the customer wants. 

III. 50% of the payment is required prior to the work proceeding. 
IV. There will be a required communication session to plan the work that is desired to be 

completed before the work begins. 
Graphic design is made to be a creative way to express your brand or business, the creative 
process between designer and customer will be personal and professional to suit the customer’s 
desires and needs. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Photography Policy (Art) 
By signing below, you agree to the following: 

I. The requested subject must be legal, and should it require going onto private 
property, there will need to be written permission before proceeding. 

II. 50% of the payment is required prior to the photoshoot. 
 

Subjects include but are not limited to:  
 Products 
 Advertisements 
 Architecture 
 Nature 
 Perspective 
 Building interior 

 
Digital Editing Policy 
By signing below, you agree to the following: 

I. Editors that belong to Regnissah LLC must be credited as such no matter the 
circumstances. 

II. Creative collaboration is encouraged, and should be an ongoing development as the 
project is in progress. 

III. There needs to be a clear and concise plan and description of what is desired before 
proceeding with the project. 

IV. 50% of the payment is required prior to the projects initiation. 
A quote will be written up based on the amount of footage and amount of time estimated to 
complete the project. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
X_________________________________________________________ 
 Signature 
 
For any questions, contact: (307)-421-0902 
        Regnissah.services@gmail.com 


